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Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

1. Mark the correct one : 20

(i) Comber waste depends on :

(a) Fibre length (b) Fibre fineness

(c) Fibre profile (d) Short fibre %

(ii) The number of slivers fed to a Uni lap is :

(a) 8 (b) 12

(c) 24 (d) 36

(iii) Which type of fed gives more comber waste ?

(a) Forward feed (b) Backward feed

(c) Central feed (d) Sideway feed

(iv) With increased feed length, comber waste :

(a) Decreases

(b) Increases

(c) Increases and then decreases

(d) Remains same
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(v) Maximum spindle speed in a fly frame is :

(a) 1400 rpm (b) 14000 rpm

(c) 18000 rpm (d) 30000 rpm

(vi) In a flyer leading fly frame, the flyer speed is :

(a) Less than

(b) Greater than

(c) Equal to

(d) Independent of flyer speed

(vii) Rove bobbin is tapered to ensure :

(a) Uniform winding tension

(b) Uniform spacing between coils

(c) More rove content on bobbin

(d) Layers do not slip

(viii) Rove fineness is expressed in terms of :

(a) Diameter (b) Meter

(c) ktex (d) tex

(ix) No of turns per inch to be put in a rove constituted

from finer fibre is :

(a) Lower (b) Higher

(c) Same (d) Zero
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(x) With increased spacer size, the imperfection indices :

(a) Increase

(b) Decrease

(c) Increase and then decrease

(d) Remain same

(xi) Steaming of ring bobbin leads to :

(a) Improved strength

(b) Reduced strength

(c) Improved uniformity

(d) Reduced snarling

(xii) With increased shore-hardness, the roller slip :

(a) Increases

(b) Reduces

(c) First increases and then reduces

(d) Remains same

(xiii) The optimum pull angle at ring frame is :

(a) 21 deg (b) 23 deg

(c) 27 deg (d) 30 deg

(xiv) Excessive break draft at ring frame leads to :

(a) Excessive fly release

(b) Hairy yarn

(c) More breakages

(d) All of the above
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(xv) Which of the following travellers is lighter ?

(a) 1 (b) 3

(c) 3/0 (d) 4/0

(xvi) Two yarns of 20 Ne and 30 Ne are doubled. The

resultant counter is :

(a) 20 (b) 16

(c) 8 (d) 12

(xvii) A yarn plied with low singles and high doubling

twist displays :

(a) Higher strength (b) High extension

(c) Less regularity (d) High lustre

(xviii) High doubling tension produces :

(a) Stronger and less extensible yarn

(b) Stronger and more extensible yarn

(c) Weaker and more extensible yarn

(d) Weaker and less extensible yarn

(xix) The lap fed to a comber must have :

(a) Leading hooks

(b) Trailing hooks

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above
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(xx) The number of doubling stages involved in

production of cable yarn is :

(a) One (b) Two

(c) Three (d) None of these

Unit I

2. (a) Why is preparatory process introduced before the

carded material can be fed to a comber ? Explain. 5

(b) Explain the following :

(i) Half lap

(ii) Nip

(iii) Piecing

(iv) Detaching

(v) Lap licking. 15

3. (a) What is Optimum Noil ? How is it optimized for

particular cotton ? 8

(b) A 6-head comber is working at 350 Nips/mint. The

waste extraction is 16% and 25 hanks are produced

in 8 hours with 82% efficiency. The hank of silver

is 0.15 and total draft is 70. Find feed per nip and

weight per yard of the lap fed. 12
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Unit II

4. (a) Point out the fundamental difference between bobbin

leading and flyer leading fly frames. 4

(b) What changes in fly frame are required when using

different fibres as well as different rove hank ? 8

(c) How would you determine the correct coils and

layers per inch on a roving bobbin for a particular

rove hank ? 8

5. (a) Mention some common rove faults along with

reasons and remedies. 8

(b) What is the role of building motion in fly frame ?

How does it function ? Explain with a neat

diagram. 12

Unit III

6. (a) Enlist the technological considerations involved in

selecting break draft at ring frame. 8

(b) Comment on the association between the following :

(i) Traveller wire profile and yarn hariness

(ii) Ring size and bobbing diameter

(iii) Yarn count and traveller mass

(iv) Main draft and yarn quality. 12
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7. (a) Critically analyze the limitations associated with

ring frame. 8

(b) State characteristic differences between warp, filling

and combination builds along with their suitability

for commercial application. 12

Unit IV

8. (a) What are twist-on-twist and weft-on-weft yarns ?

Give two examples of each. 4

(b) Lay down the sequence of operations involved in

production of plied yarns. Also state objectives of

each operation. 8

(c) Mention important characteristics of folded yarns.

How do doubling ratio and doubling tension affect

the characteristics of folded yarns ? 8

9. (a) Compare the methods of doubling twisting between

a ring doubler and two-for-one twister. Also mention

their merits and demerits. 12

(b) A ring doubling frame having 400 spindles runs at

12,000 rpm and produces 2/64 Ne cotton yarn with

4.0 twist multiplier. What is the production of the

frame per shift of 8 hours with 85% efficiency ? 8
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